
GST SIGNALS

RECORD REVENUES CAN SMOOTHEN UPCOMING CENTRE-STATE

REFORM PARLEYS
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The first month of the new financial year has yielded a sharp surge in Goods and

Services Tax (GST) collections, taking them well past ₹1.67 lakh crore — the highest, by a

wide margin, in the five years since the levy was introduced by subsuming myriad State

and central duties. In fact, GST revenues have scaled fresh highs in three of the last four

months, having hit ₹1.41 lakh crore in January and ₹1.42 lakh crore in March. Overall GST

revenues had grown 30.8% in 2021-22 to ₹14.9 lakh crore, despite slipping below the ₹1
lakh crore mark for two months when the second COVID-19 wave raged. The 20% year-

on-year revenue uptick this April could be seen as a comforting signal about 2022-23 re-

venue prospects for policy makers at the Centre and the States, whose treasuries are

fretting about the prospect of income falling of a cliff from this July when the assured

compensation for implementing the GST comes to an end. Compensation cess levies

will persist till at least March 2026, but they will be used to pay of special borrowings of

2020-21 to bridge revenue shortfalls and recompense States. The Centre needs a

mechanism to expedite payment of outstanding compensation dues to States (₹78,700-

odd crore, or four months of dues). The Finance Ministry has blamed ‘inadequate

balance’ in the Compensation Cess fund, and promised to pay up ‘as and when’ the

requisite cess accrues.

If overall GST collections sustain around April levels, a dialogue with States on their

pending dues along with those that will accrue from now till June, could become

less thorny. But the conversation needs to begin soon. The GST Council, which has not

met properly since September 2021, must be convened at the earliest. Higher tax

inflows backed by improved compliance, should give the Council more fexibility to

approach the impending rationalisation of the GST rate slabs, beyond a mere scramble

to fill coffers and factor in larger socioeconomic considerations. The Centre, which called

the April inflows a sign of ‘faster recovery’, must also state whether these revenue levels

warrant a rethink of its concern that the effective GST tax rate had slipped from the

revenue-neutral rate envisaged at its launch. A clear acknowledgement is also needed

that the higher revenues are not solely driven by a rebound in economic activity.

Persistently higher input costs facing producers for a year and their accelerating pass-

through to consumers, seen in higher retail inflation, have contributed too, along with

tighter input credit norms introduced in the Union Budget. That revenue growth from

goods imports has outpaced domestic transactions significantly in recent months, also

suggests India’s consumption story is yet to fully resurface. Urgent policy action is

needed to rein in the inflation rally and bolster consumer sentiment, so as not to sink

hopes of more investments, faster growth and even greater revenues.



NO SHORT CIRCUITS

SAFETY IS AN IMPERATIVE AND SHOULD BE BUILT INTO THE
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Aspate of incidents related to the burning of electric vehicles (EV) has resulted in the

Union government announcing an expert panel to investigate the battery explosions

causing them and a few manufacturers recalling batches of electric scooters after some

caught fire. EVs have increasingly become a viable transportation device, with more

than 11 lakh electric/battery-operated vehicles registered in India (Vahan database, April

2022). The increase in the utilisation of EVs has also been largely helped by the

significant reduction in costs of lithium-ion batteries that have fallen by an estimated

89% since 2010. With climate change concerns driving governments, including India’s,

to incentivise the shift to EVs, their manufacture for commercial use has undergone an

acceleration with an increase in indigenous companies in the Indian market as well. The

enhanced use of EVs and utilisation of the underlying technology is welcome as despite

the institution of fuel emission norms and building these into fossil fuel-driven vehicles,

the shift to EVs from petrol and diesel ones is expected to gain significant net

environmental benefits. But it must also be remembered that the Li-ion battery packs

that form the core of the technology, are sophisticated devices and there should be no

compromise on the inbuilt safeguards.

As an energy storage scientist explained in The Hindu (‘FAQ’ page, May 1, 2022), battery

fres occur due to the convergence of heat, oxygen and fuel, and the controlled

manufacturing of devices is specifically required to prevent these. Engineering higher

safety into EVs can result in higher costs but the smooth functioning of Li-ion batteries

without accidents is reliant on the absence of “shoddy engineering” and “cutting corner

approaches”. With long-term device changes in Li-ion batteries such as the use of

solidstate electrolytes, special safety switches, etc. still some time away in

implementation, the onus is on manufacturers and regulators to ensure that testing and

certification standards related to battery management systems such as devices that

prevent accidental shorting of the cells, and thermal management solutions among

others are met in existing EV systems and supply chains. Union Transport Minister Nitin

Gadkari has said that the Ministry of Road Transport will issue guidelines for EVs which

would include tests for compliance with specific safety norms. While the regulation of a

fledgling albeit growing sector that has shown a lot of promise but requires adequate

safety norms to be put in place is an imperative, manufacturers and other companies in

the EV supply chain should also proactively work in recalling defective batches of

vehicles and ensuring safety compliance to prevent the recurrence of mishaps.


